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BREAKING NEWS
The RMT is now in dispute with CalMac over an
unsatisfactory pay offer. We will keep you
updated on any developments. 
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With the COVID - 19 restrictions
remaining in place for what looks
like the foreseeable future our
organising strategy remains
difficult to implement although we
will continue to do everything we
can to provide the very best
possible service to maritime
members during these dark and
difficult times for us all. 

Hopefully by now all of you who
work for the various ferry operators
will have seen the new 100% ferry
membership campaign posters on
the union notice board on the
vessel. It’s never been more
important for ratings to be
members of the RMT to protect
yourself as an individual and to
make your collective voice as loud
as possible. Every member can
become a recruiter to the union
simply by asking their shipmates to
join if they are not already a
member. Details of how to join
RMT are available elsewhere in this
edition of the Scottish Mariner. 

ORGANISERS UPDATE

Branch meetings continue to take
place via zoom and it’s great to see
people attending virtual branches who
may not be able to attend the more
traditional meeting room branch
meetings. Hopefully we can proceed
with hybrid zoom and meeting room
meetings sooner rather than later and
a new layer of activists can be fully
involved in the proceedings of the
branch and the wider union. It’s been
particularly refreshing to have some
younger members join the zoom
meetings and some women members
joining in for the first time. I hope this
continues into the future.

As lead officer for RMT at Calmac I
can report that we have had an initial
meeting with the company regarding
the 2020/21 pay negotiations. The
initial meeting on 7th October ending
with the company making a final offer
of 0.5% which on my recommendation
to them our National Executive
Committee have rejected. Pay talks
are due to reconvene on November
3rd and I will ensure Calmac members
are updated further in due course.

I have had several discussions with
the education department of the
union regarding short initial training
courses which will unfortunately for
now be via zoom for new maritime 
 workplace representatives and
hopefully we will have something
finalised by the end of November.

Finally, I want to thank everyone
who has contributed to this edition
of the Scottish Mariner and I take
this opportunity to encourage
representatives and members to
send contributions to us for future
editions. I hope you find this edition
informative and useful and I look
forward to seeing you on the
various vessels before too much
longer. Stay safe and look after
each other.

All the best,

Gordon

gordon.martin@rmt.org.uk
07884 655217

GORDON MARTIN
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Cabotage? What’s it all about?

The first time I heard the term
“Cabotage” I was thinking
vegetables, maybe something like a
‘cabbage’! We’ve all got to learn
right, and it was explained that it’s a
system which protects workers, and
specifically workers in the maritime
sector. Since then I’ve heard about it
applying in different regions of the
world although I’d never seen
anything setting out how it worked.
But recently I participated in a
meeting with various UK
Government groups where the
subject of the National Minimum
Wage (NMW) was being discussed
and as part of the meeting we got a
presentation from the Canadian
Seafarers Union about Cabotage in
their sector. 

Most readers should be aware that
RMT campaigning finally got the
NMW extended to our sector for
vessels sailing from and returning
to our ports (ferries) as well as UK
port to port and UK port to offshore
installation sailings. This might not
appear a big deal, but believe me it
is a major breakthrough as it gives
us the foundations to work on. 

ORGANISERS UPDATE
Let’s face it, we’ve been fighting low
cost, exploited labour for years but
couldn’t exert much influence because
there was no minimum level, but we’ve
got it now.

So how do we build on the NMW? Well
“Cabotage” is definitely an option we
should be considering. Our Canadian
colleagues told us; “Cabotage
regulations dictate that any vessel
moving cargo or passengers between
two or more Canadian ports must
either be a Canadian flagged vessel or
in the case of a foreign flag vessel,
must obtain a coasting trade license
which permits a foreign vessel to
operate in Canadian cabotage for up
to 12 months at a time only when
there is no suitable or available
Canadian-flag vessel to perform the
operation.” So the seafarers have the
protection of the flag state rules and
regulations, but what about pay? Our
colleagues told us; “Any vessel that is
engaged in cabotage and employs
foreign seafarers does so by obtaining
work permits for those crew members
through the Temporary Foreign
Worker Program. 

As part of the Maritime Sector Policy
of this program, employers must
ensure that the wages offered to
foreign seafarers are equal to or
greater than the prevailing industry
wage as established for each position
by the Labour Program.” In Canada
this means as an absolute minimum
80% of the calculation for wages used
in existing Collective Bargaining
Agreements. The cabotage system is
delivering in Canada where there is
now greater-

parity on wages for domestic and
foreign workers, removing the
downward pressure on pay and
conditions, and this prevents the
employers having to compete with
a cheaper and largely exploited
international workforce. We could
certainly do with some of that in the
UK! The Canadians told us there
was real resistance to the idea
initially, but despite all of the
concerns raised and arguments
made against it; “the sky has not
fallen”. They now see real economic
growth providing confidence for the
sector, with an increase in tonnage
under the Canadian flag, 153
commercial vessels have been
registered under the flag, that’s up
from 108 during the previous two
years before cabotage, a 30%
increase.

Here at home we hear a lot right
now about a green and just
recovery post Covid, about
stimulating the economy, creating
jobs, sustaining and developing
skills. As I see it, “Cabotage” can
deliver on that for our maritime
sector where oil and gas,
decommissioning, renewables
(Wind and tidal) will see massive
expansion and opportunities for
thousands, but only if the
protections are there! We got the
NMW, let’s push on for Cabotage!

Jake Molloy

JAKE MOLLOY
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Firstly thanks to Gordon for giving
me another chance to write in the
Scottish Mariner (I never
completed the first request) it's an
honour not only to address the
maritime members but more
importantly the Scottish Maritime
members given my connection
with Scotland when I first joined
the union ( I was a member of
Edinburgh & Portebello no 1 ).

So like me you're probably thinking
that 2020 has been over taken by
Covid however what I'd like to talk
about is the important  work done
behind the scenes down in London
and elsewhere during the
pandemic it has overtaken some of
the work you do but your officers
have continued to keep reporting
what's been going on and in turn
the national executive committee
making the decisions to support
your officers requests this has
been very trying and testing
however I think all delivered the
best out come for our members. At
the start of the year Bro Paul Shaw
(Glasgow shipping) finished his
term on the national executive-  

PRESIDENT'S UPDATE

committee and was replaced by Bro
Andy Gordon ( Oban shipping) and
whilst Paul will be the first to admit his
term was difficult he always did the
best he could and for part of that term
single handily, Andy has been joined
by 2 other full time released
individuals covering the M1 & M4
regions and hopefully by January we
have a third giving the RMT full time
representation from all 4 members of
the Maritime grades which will given
the impact of the 3 this year only
benefit the Scottish Maritime
members and enable a strong team
moving forward to benefit you the
members. Having been on the
Executive as a member when the RMT
first went full time I've seen the
progression of the maritime
representation grow and develop and
have certainly witnessed the drive now
as president with individuals not only 
 representing the region's they are
elected from but also the other
regions too. This is what is taking it
from strength to strength! Some in the
union want to forget the past of the
NUS and what they contributed to this
union or may not even know I believe
that history should be shared, always!

 It’s that unity to develop and adapt
that make us the best Transport
Union there is and our History to
merge Sea and land has been one
that bosses have feared!

Just before I finish I would like to
make you aware that whilst you
read this I'm hopefully sitting at the
unions AGM and the debate is
following, I would as president like
those branches and members to
consider the fact that you really
don't have to wait to a BGM or AGM
to submit resolutions we have that
full time executive there to deal with
the Rail , transport and most
importantly your maritime issues
50+ weeks of the year so please
dont wait till you have to ask "what's
my union doing for me " go to your
branch and say "I ant my union to
do this for me?"  As “YOU” are the
union and when we all have a voice
it’s a beautiful thing to watch Old or
young, past and present we learn
we grow. You're lucky to have
officers like Gordon Martin,  Jake
Malloy and Mick Hogg representing
you don't ever forget it!

Solidarity 
Michelle

MICHELLE RODGERS



 In recent months my personal focus
has shifted due to the attacks in all
areas of maritime, and I will be
seeking to working with regional
organisers, branches, reps and
activists to build momentum
nationally in the 100% membership
and pension campaigns whilst
improving health and safety.

I have met with our Stena docker
representatives and members in the
various Belfast Terminals recently and
I got a greater understanding of local
issues, daily concerns and the need
for greater collaboration between the
dockers and seafarers at Stena and
also for dockers in other ports where
RMT organise.  It was also good to
see members wanting to become
more involved in health and safety and
recognising that improvements can be
made in their workplace.

As most will be aware the National
Minimum wage was extended to
seafarers from October 1st, and whilst
we are not celebrating the fact that
minimum standards are now
applicable to seafarers, it is after
minimum standards, but we must
recognise that our aspiration is to
have a union agreement in place on
these vessels but it gives us a
foundation to build from. Let us be
under no illusion though it will have to
be the RMT driving this agenda and
ensuring that enforcement takes
place. .We recently organised a NMW
roundtable with all UK state agencies
involved in the application of the NMW
and highlighted our concerns,
complaint procedures and guidance to
industry.

This change would not of happened
if it was not for RMT exposing rates
of pay as low as £1.75 per hour for
AB in the Ferry sector and similar
rates within the offshore sector. 
 This change will require RMT to
keep banging at the door and
information our members ascertain
about non payment of NMW should
be forwarded to your branch or
regional organisers.  

As the National Secretary I
recognise the importance of visiting
our members and i hope that the
next few months will afford me the
opportunity when safe to do so to
visit our members in Scotland and
Northern Ireland onboard vessels
and in the ports at Stena, Calmac,
Northlink, Orkney Ferries, Forth
Ports, P&O, Tidewater, Technip,
Helix and beyond.

On a final note, I would like to thank
the regional organisers, branches
and activists for the hard work
undertaken in the region during this
difficult time and call upon our
members not currently active within
the union to become involved by
supporting your workplace
representatives, attending branch
meetings and helping to become
more organised.  Now more than
ever we need more activists
involved within the union, YOU are
the Union!

Stay safe.

Darren Procter
National Secretary
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During the past couple of months I
have made a number of visits to
our members employed at Stena
and P&O on the Scottish routes. 
 whilst the past 6 months have
been testing for everybody it was
important for me to visit our
members where possible, listen to
concerns and observe the
conditions of our members with
my own eyes whilst listening to
you.  Health, safety and welfare
has been a focal point in many of
the meetings I am attending and I
believe that on some vessels and
in some companies health and
safety is nothing more than a token
gesture to satisfy MCA or flag
state inspections.  I was alarmed
when I travelled between England,
Northern Ireland, Scotland, Wales
and Republic of Ireland over a 3
day period and was not asked prior
to boarding vessels if I was
symptomatic or had been in
contact with anybody who was! 
 Every company will tell us that
safety comes first but we have to
drive that agenda, whether that be
Covid related or otherwise.

All too often I am hearing that
there are no agreed risk
assessments in place, the health
and safety representative has not
been afforded any training and are
not involved in safety inspections
etc. This an area of focus for the
union and a topic I proactively
discuss whilst out meeting
members, along with other union
campaigns of equal importance
such as pensions, mental
wellbeing and the 100%
membership campaign.

UPDATE
DARREN PROCTER
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Having worked for CALMAC and other ferry companies
around the UK coast I explained that the CALMAC
lifeline services are unique and need a different
approach to hospitality than the Irish Sea, North Sea or
English Channel ferry routes. 

RMT look forward to welcoming the new CALMAC
hospitality apprentices to the company and look
forward to welcoming many more youngsters who will
benefit from this course in the future. As you can see
below there was also confirmation of Deck and Engine
ratings bursaries from MEF recently. Northlink and P&O
Ferries included.

Mark Carden 
Assistant National Secretary

APPRENTICESHIP BURSARIES
MARK CARDEN
A bit of good news for CALMAC and Scottish
youngsters thinking of a career at sea in Hospitality.
The Maritime Education Foundation (MEF) Trustees
have agreed to award bursaries (now and in the
future) for a CALMAC specific hospitality
apprenticeship. 

This is good news as apprenticeships bespoke to a
company such as the hospitality apprenticeship was
to CALMAC were not deemed as a bona fide UK wide
recognised apprenticeship even though Scottish
apprenticeships are award winning apprenticeships.
Through representations from RMT who are part of
the MEF trustee board and lobbying from RMT ULR
Scotland in conjunction with CALMAC we have
persuaded MEF and Merchant Navy Training Board
(MNTB) to recognise this important apprenticeship. 



As most workers know the bosses
never miss an opportunity to turn
any situation to their advantage
and probably one of the worst
examples in my experience of this
happened to a good friend to the
RMT in Scotland in the summer
when a multi national company
sacked the USDAW shop stewards
Convener at their Glasgow store.

Swedish based IKEA sacked well
known socialist and trade unionist
Richie Venton for having the
temerity of being an affective trade
unionist and workplace organiser
who without fear or favour stood
up for his colleagues within the
huge IKEA store at Braehead in
Glasgow. Over the last twelve
years or so that Richie has been
the Convener at this superstore he
has argued for and won a number
of benefits for his members and
has played a huge role in building
membership of his union there
from around 15% to over 75% of
the workforce . espite being
profitable this employer used the
COVID-19 pandemic as- 

SOLIDARITY WITH RICHIE VENTON

cover to attack the terms and
conditions and health of staff in a
brutal attempt to keep the profit
margins as high as possible and it’s
clear they needed an effective trade
union leader out of the way to make
sure this happened.

As you would expect the trade union
movement activists in Scotland have
swung in behind the reinstate Richie
Venton campaign with thousands
signing the petition as well as regular
protests outside the IKEA stores in
Glasgow and Edinburgh and at stores
elsewhere in Britain. This disgraceful
sacking has also been raised in both
the Scottish and Westminster
Parliaments.

At the RMT  Scottish Regional Council
meeting in September it was
unanimously agreed that RMT would
do everything possible to support
Richie in his fight for reinstatement
and I am delighted to report that RMT
activists from branches as well as our
Regional Organisers Mick Hogg and
Gordon Martin have regularly been in
attendance at demonstrations at IKEA

which as I know from personal
experience have on occasion seen
rain that only Scotland seems to be
able to deliver !!

The campaign continues with RMT
being asked to speak at
demonstrations at the stores as
well as at public meetings held via
zoom in support of Richie and
against this brutal attack on a
principled trade unionist and all
round decent man.

An injury to one really is an injury to
all and RMT in Scotland will
continue to do everything we can to
assist Richie and send the clear
message to all other employers that
this union will come to the aid of
any trade union representatives
victimised for representing their
members and putting the health of
members before the wealth of the
bosses.

Solidarity with Richie Venton!

Jim Gray
Regional Council Secretary
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JIM GRAY



As we move into the Seventh
month of this COVID-19 crisis  we
are seeing very little change in
terms of being able to get on board
vessels to talk directly to our
members in regards to recruitment,
retention and Organising. This
doesn’t look like its going to
change this side of Christmas with
further lockdowns and increased
restrictions being on the agenda. 

It is, looking at my  article in the
last Mariner, not easy to find
anything new to report on from an
Organising perspective either in
our ability to do visits or the way
we can communicate to members.
We have to rely on active members
and Reps to keeps us informed and
talk to the non-members about
joining.  If you would like to get
more involved in doing this and
would like to know what support
we can give you to do this just give
me a shout at the mob no. or email
address at the bottom of this
article. 

Membership numbers in Scotland
Regional Council Shipping
Branches are holding up, due
mainly to the ferry sector in
Scotland currently maintaining
crewing levels.

We can still identify potential to recruit
in this sector, with our target  being
100% membership. If you work in the
Ferry sector and know a crew mate
who is not in the RMT do yourself  and
them a favour and ask them to join the
union. If we want to be able to defend
our terms and conditions in the
coming months, as the attacks on
them come, it is vital that we are as
strong and organised as we can be.
That will be best  achieved with a
maximum well informed  membership
and Reps in place.

We have identified  an area we have
seafarers and no union with a
potential to Organise  which is the
crewing vessels in the Offshore Wind
Energy sector . It is however the same
difficulty of getting access to the
crews to talk to them about
membership as we have in the ferry
sector, although we do have Reps and
active members helping in the ferry
sector, so if you are a seafarer 
 working in the Offshore Wind Energy
sector or know somebody who is, give
me a call to have a chat about what
we can do to get the seafarers in this
sector in the RMT and Organised .

Communication is an increasingly
important element of Organising
during these times, with this- 

newsletter playing its part in that,
along with the other RMT
publications, Apps, mailings  using
zoom and the like for meetings and
training. However, it only works if
you, the members, are using,
responding  or taking part in them.
If you have any ideas on what you
would like to see happening for your
workplace in terms of
communication with your union, or
you want to help RMT get better
organised, let us know.

Whilst it will be great to get Ships
visits back on the go, we can’t wait
on this and do nothing. As I put in
my last article, I don’t think it’s any
exaggeration to say that all
employers are using the current
crisis to attack jobs and terms and
conditions of our members, the 

only way we can fight this is with an
Organised, Engaged and Active
membership.

You can play your part, give me  a
call.

Donald Graham
Organiser
Recruitment and Retention
Mob: 07753 748074
e-mail: d.graham@rmt.org.uk
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KEEP ON ORGANISING
DONALD GRAHAM
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Hello fellow mariners and
colleagues.

 As we experience more
uncertainty and restrictive
measures as a result of the Covid-
19 pandemic, I hope this letter
finds you and your loved ones safe
and well. With infections on the
rise, this continues to prove a very
challenging time for everyone on
how to deal with the implications
to our daily lives. As World Mental
Health day has passed us, now has
never been a more important time
to concentrate on our own
personal mental health and of that
of our fellow colleagues. With this
in mind, I feel extremely proud to
be a trained Mental Health First
Aider for my employers Cal Mac
Ferries in Gourock. The company
has recognised the importance of
such a role, and in working
alongside the RMT union learning
partnership so that they have - 

LGBT+ AND MHFA IN THE WORKPLACE 
CALLUM MACLEOD

Going forward on this we need to
communicate openly with each
other and continue to observe each
other behaviour and offer help
wherever we can. This can be a
simple informal chat with work
colleagues or offering the support
that’s available for anyone who
doesn’t feel themselves. Cal Mac
has demonstrated a commitment to
its employees and passengers, by
sending out a clear message that
the welfare of these people is
paramount. (IT’S OKAY NOT TO BE
OKAY) The support to the LGBT+
community continues to be a focus
for Cal Mac as they understand that
the struggles the LGBT+ community
have day to day and that it can be a
deep struggle and add to mental
health problems for work
colleagues within our network.  

As an openly gay man, I have over
the years struggled with feeling
different from others and having
been raised in a religious
community, have felt a major
struggle to feel acceptance. As
number of our communities we
serve have deep religious views
which can have an impact on
communities, passengers and local
crew employed on company vessels
and island ports in regards to being
LGBT+.  

This has created a feeling of anxiety
and fear, and in worst cases people
have contemplated suicide as
opposed to telling-

successfully helped train 61
MHFA’s in raising the profile of
mental health. During these
unprecedented times it has never
been more key to rid the stigma of
mental health issues, and emphasis
to people that it’s ok not to be ok.

Currently people are developing
more insecurities, and often feel
vulnerable due to factors such as
social media, or the alien situation
we are experiencing with Covid-19. 
 Throughout my life I have been
affected by mental health issues
and depression.  Leaving home at
sixteen as a Young Merchant Navy
rating to live and learn at nautical
college in Gravesend, I struggled to
adjust being away from family and
friends.  Communication to family
was mainly by letters and weekend
phone calls, resulting in me feeling
vulnerable and very much alone, in
addition to this living with
colleagues I didn’t know very well
from all over the UK.  Being at sea
and working on a ship can be a very
isolating experience for anybody,
and a dangerous environment if you
suffer from anxiety, depression or
mental health problems.   Issues in
your home life can also add to this
as it’s you are unable to deal with
these due to being absent from
home.  

My role requires me to be fit and
healthy every day, to deliver our
services and be of a positive
disposition to colleagues and
passengers.  



-family, work colleagues and
friends that they are different to
what is expected to be the norm.
Cal-Mac is a award winning
company fully support their LGBT+
employees by undertaking a
wellbeing support group for their
LGBT+ employees. This is made up
of different bodies to show
inclusion and equality in the work
place for all communities and work
together with our MHFA team to
support employees. This support
will create a network for all, and to
help educate more people and
communities that it is okay to be
different.  Help to support
employees, understand the
struggles others have not being
able to be themselves and to be
socially inclusive with everyone
regardless of any prejudice.

Worldwide and in particular Europe
we are experiencing an alarming
level of unrest towards LGBT+
communities.  Poland being one of
the major countries that have
created gay free provinces that is
suppressing the LGBT+
communities. An atlas of hate map
has been created by activists
labelling them a threat to the
nation. The European parliament
has voted against this (463-107) in
favour of condemning these gay
free provinces. It is ranked one of
the most restrictive countries in
Europe in terms of LGBT+ rights,
resulting in high suicide deaths and
hate crime increasing tenfold
(147% since post Brexit). 

As it is not regarded as a serious
offence by law, the police press
service does not hold data on crimes
against LGBT+ people. Many citizens
are moving to other countries to be
safe and live in a hate free country and
Council delegates in Poland have used
their own powers on social media
platforms to create these LGBT+
zones in a third of their country.  All
people regardless of colour, gender,
sexuality should be treated with
respect and dignity and free from
aggressive and physical abuse so that
they can be left to flourish as
individuals. These crimes are major
factors to mental health along with
portraying that hate crime is
acceptable and this is not the
message we want our younger
generation to follow. My own personal
experience has been that over the
years, friends, colleagues and most
individuals have been very accepting
of me and we all stand for the same
beliefs. Attitudes have changed due to
education, company and union
support, so that we give respect to
individuals. In showing dignity at work
for colleagues and allies supporting all
communities to help with mental
health and LGBT+ issues, I hope that
we can all support our mental health
first aiders, colleagues and the LGBT+
friends.   It is vital we continue the
excellent work in creating a good, safe
work environment and exciting place
for all to work.

I bid you all farewell and hope you and
your loved ones stay safe. 

Callum Macleod 
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Covid-19

Covid-19 situation continues to be monitored and
managed by the RFA and MTUs with regular meetings.
It remains the case that there are currently no
symptomatic cases across the flotilla. Given the scale
of the problems coronaviruses has posed the RFA with
Maritime trade unions have managed the situation
extremely well to date. The only new development
related to the new quarantine regulations which have
come into effect. We RMT/RFA have created a live 27
page document (available to view on RFA website
under Covid-19) and are currently on version 4. Crew
joining as follows 1 week for Argus crew joining in the
Caribbean who stay in a secure location and are
tested 3 times in that week before joining and 2 weeks
for crew joining in Bahrain who are tested before travel
and on arrival in Bahrain and again during 2 weeks
quarantine. RFA personnel returning home would have
to make a declaration as to the forwarding address on
arrival in the UK. The border authorities should be
aware of exemptions and RFA employees should be
waived through any further administrative process.

Occupational Health

RFA have instigated an external advertisement for an
occupational health (OH) nurse. This is being done
through an external agency and upto now there have
been no applicants. This may be explained by Covid-
19. The RFA fully recognise how useful this
appointment could be not least with C-19 issues.
Given the current C-19 situation the issue is ongoing.
RMT know from experience how difficult such cases
can be and that OH nurse will benefit all those in the
organisation.

RMT also have an issue with the tone of letters sent
from RFA Pers Ops to employees who have reached
trigger points for possible management action on their
sickness records. The letter lacks sensitivity and is
almost aggressive when addressing employees who
are sick. RFA will investigate this.

RFA UPDATE
MARK CARDEN

Medication on appointments

RFA have admitted that this remains a difficult issue.
RFA have spoken with NAVY MED-RFA but medical
confidentiality makes this a complex issue to manage.
The RFA can provide a letter in support of medication for
an individual being deployed but it can only do this if the
employee makes it known that such a letter is required.

LS Review

RFA Chef’s review has now been completed and an
RTEM issued. The review of Stewards hours and duties
remains ongoing.

Life jackets

RFA have recognised that the issues raised by RMT need
addressing. RFA agreed to raise the matter through the
separate health and safety meetings and seek advice.

Apprentices

There are currently confirmed 137 RFA apprentices. Due
to C-19 the contract procedure for apprentices is now
conducted using WhatsApp on a one-to-one basis. There
are some delays to training on the LS side as a result of
C 19 and some phase 2 apprentices are affected by the
MCA and commercial training suppliers being effectively
closed. We note the situation is now changing. The
apprentice chefs in the system remains on track
however there could be issues with numbers in the
future. (We will monitor this.)

BSSC

There is no report yet from the inquiry  into the sad death
that took place on Horsea island. RFA wants support of
MTU consultation that could follow the inquiry as it
would be essential to develop confidence in the training
for everyone in the RFA

CONT.



On behalf of the RMT Glasgow Shipping Branch,
it was an honour to (socially distancing) present
two members, John Angus MacLeod and Tommy
Kennedy, with their well earned long term service
awards in recognition of their steadfast support of
the RMT and their previous membership of the
NUS.
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FSS update

RFA have confirmed that the situation with regards to
fleet solid support is one of steady-state. There is a clear
commitment from the UK government to build new ships
although it has remained paused while contract and
procurement discussions continue. RMT have been
assured this will not impact RFA recruitment as they still
need to be able to support 13 ships with personnel. RFA
recruitment  will remain unaffected by the pause of FSS
project.

MOD naval Transformation

There is an intention by MOD for transformation over 3
years, while there have been changes in terms of post
titles for senior officers and managers. RFA would not
see any day to day change in business. RMT have been
assured the RFA Commodore is committed to reflecting
and supporting the RFA in any transformation process. If
this goes ahead RMT have asked for regular meetings,
the setting up of a working group and 100% facility time
for the RFA convenor, it is a situation which will need
constant monitoring although cost may prove too much
for any Transformation project.

GLASGOW
SHIPPING BRANCH
UPDATE
GRAHAM
WALLACE
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